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Agenda

• Manassas Overview.
• GIS in Manassas.
• Local Govt Schema Review & Modification
• Using X-Ray to Build Schema and 

Geodatabase.
• Migrating the data.
• Lessons Learned.
• Questions.



About Manassas

• Proximity: 25 miles Southwest of 
Washington DC

• 10 Square Miles
• Population: Approximately 40,000
• Employees: ~350
• Independent City
• Maintain our own Electric, Water, Sewer, 

Storm, Roads, Airport, etc.



Location



GIS in Manassas

• Major reorganization ~9 years ago.
• Moved from Public Works to IT.
• Migrated from AutoCAD to ESRI.
• Personnel restructure.



GIS in Manassas

• 2 Full time GIS employees
– GIS Coordinator
– GIS DBA

• ~10 Part time “Data Stewards” across the 
City.
– Varied interaction with the data.



GIS in Manassas

• ~40 ArcGIS Desktop Licenses in use
• One internal server (virtualized) running 

ArcGIS Server 10.2.2
• Web Adaptor running on box in the DMZ. 
• Use a combination of ArcGIS Online and 

local web server for our public websites 
and internal sites/apps. 



ESRI ELA

• Acquired the Small Government ESRI 
Enterprise License Agreement (ELA) in 
December 2012. 

• Renewed in December 2015
• Instrumental in widening GIS use in the 

City and provides the ability to collaborate 
freely.



History of Water & Sewer Data

• After reorg ~9 years ago, the Data 
Stewards for Water & Sewer were over 
tasked with other activities. Several left 
the City and the position was vacant for 
several years.

• The result was Bad Data.  
– Old data that wasn’t updated.  
– Dirty Data: multiple editors.
– Schema issues.



Water & Sewer Project

• In Fall 2015, we met with Fairfax Water to 
discuss their data schema, operations, and 
lessons learned.

• They recommended starting with the ESRI 
Local Government Model.

• Started by reviewing our existing schema 
and comparing with the Local Govt Model 
(Fall 2015).



Old Schema 
• Had several different types of valves as 

separate features. The old schema clearly 
shows “Water Valves” as being separate 
from “Blowoffs” as being separate from 
“Air Release (e)” (huh?) 

• Much more difficult from an asset 
management standpoint to do a query 
when your data is segregated in this way.

• Now they’re all the same feature with 
different subtypes. 

Note this is pointed to the old data which has since been 
nuked since the data under the new schema has been 
brought to the default SDE level. Out with the old, in with 
the new!  



Identifying Attributes

• We don’t want to lose current attributes.
• What attributes should transfer? 
• How should they be represented?
• First, let’s look at how attributes appear 

out-of-the-box from the ESRI Local 
Government model schema.



Unpackaging the Model .mxd

• Opening ArcMap with the data pointed to 
the sample data provided (Water, Sewer, 
and Stormwater for Napierville, Illinois.

• Let’s look at the sample water data



Local Government Schema
Very clean presentation. All features are grouped logically 
together. More on this later. 



Next, we started an editing session in the sample map 
and picked one feature at a time, just to see what the 
attribute presentation would look like. We’ll pick 
hydrants for now as an example. 



In the case of hydrants, the attribute fields 
provided were nice, but our department 
wants to use GIS to track more data than the 
out-of-the-box offering. 

So we modified it!



Modifying Attribute Fields

Using Excel, we pasted a copy of 
the out-of-the-box attributes, plus 
listing several more attributes that 
we’d like to be included. Then 
highlighting them to set them 
apart. 



Modifying Attribute Fields

Next, we used excel columns to determine 
which order in which we’d like to see the 
attributes be presented, any field that 
corresponds to a data migration value to be 
carried over, and possibly any preferred 
default value. 





Benefits
• Consistency

– A streamlined schema makes for an easy and 
accurate data query. 

– Open text fields = the possibility for several 
different types of entries.

16 inch 16” sixteen inch 16

Dropdown values eliminate this possibility, but 
the other value in this schema is that now all of 
your assets are in one place. 



Building the Schema

• Knew we would have multiple iterations 
so wanted to find a way to build the 
schema quickly and easily.

• Went to the ESRI MidAtlantic Conference 
in December and saw X-Ray for ArcCatalog 
briefly.

• http://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?i
d=9ea218ff575f4a5195e01a2cae03a0ae

http://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=9ea218ff575f4a5195e01a2cae03a0ae


What is X-Ray?

• A much easier way to create and modify 
geodatabase designs (schemas) utilizing 
XML and Microsoft Excel.

• Validate the data model before building 
the Geodatabase.

• Make corrections, revalidate, and rebuilt 
database quickly.

• Replace and reorder fields! Yes, seriously!



X-Ray for ArcCatalog



X-Ray Windows

• Set the Coordinate System in X-Ray.
• Imported the Local Govt Model into X-Ray.



X-Ray Uses Excel



Schema Definition Process

• Received Spreadsheets from Darrell.  
Asked questions about data types, 
identified obvious issues from a data side.

• Translated Darrel’s Excel files via manual 
updates inside the X-Ray Excel interface.



Schema Definition Process

• Validated schema.  Rework as needed.
• Used X-Ray to generate the new (empty) 

Geodatabase.



Conversion Process

• Created a Staging Geodatabase and 
imported the original SDE data into it.
– This was done to fix spatial extent issues and 

other errors that could not be corrected in 
our Versioned SDE database.



Migrating Data to New Schema

• Used the Append function to Map the old 
data to the new data schema (NO TEST).

• Held Breath!
– There were many errors found during the 

append process.

• Sent to Darrell for review.  
• Process required several iterations before 

the final dataset was approved.



Append Process



Absorption into SDE

• Once approved, removed permissions on 
old datasets in SDE.  Archived.

• Imported entire dataset, versioned, and 
granted permissions.

• Few modifications have been made since 
we moved to SDE but very minor.



New Schema 
Isn’t this just 
beautiful?!? I think 
it’s beautiful. Select a 
hydrant and quickly 
assess the locational 
information, 
manufacturer, when 
and if it’s been 
flushed recently, and 
so forth. This is what 
GIS was meant to do.  



Asset Management

• You can now
– Query how many 

hydrants are owned by 
the city.

– How many of those 
hydrants are in/out of 
service. 

– How many have been 
flushed recently.

– Make a weekly hydrant 
flushing report. 



Lessons Learned

• Data Type conflicts were common.  Lots of 
data cleanup was needed. 
– E.g. 12” -> 12

• Data Extent of original data caused errors 
with append.

• Don’t try to remove/reuse the Enabled 
field!

• Had Mysterious error… 



Append Error



Append Error

• Ran into the error multiple times on a 
couple datasets.

• Eliminated all issues suggested in the 
forums but still errored. 

• No data would migrate.
• Resolution:  Run Append twice.  It worked 

the second time!



Project Timeline

• November 12: Meeting with Fairfax Water
• December 11: Received first draft of first 

schema change suggestions from Darrell.
• February 5: Finished Sanitary Migration
• March 7: Finished Water Migration 
• Result: 3-4 months for schema review, 

modification, and implementation



The Future

• Currently have data available for viewing 
using Explorer (authenticated).
– Hope to replace the paper map book!

• Plan to use Collector for data 
collection/validation.

• Plan to implement flushing and field 
reporting via mobile device.

• Implement Survey Grade GPS for 
collection.



Questions?
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